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Bible Study Introduction

Dei Verbum: The Dogmatic 
Constitution on Divine Revelation

DV: Preface

• Purpose of Dei Verbum:
– How divine revelation is 

handed on
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DV: Chapter I: Revelation Itself

• God uses revelation to speak to us and invite 
us into fellowship

• OT: Promise of salvation throughout
• NT: Jesus fulfills revelation thru words and 

deeds in His life, death, and resurrection
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DV: Ch. I: Revelation Itself (cont.)

• Now no further public revelation is awaited
• Obedience of faith: full submission of intellect 

and will
• Revelation allows 

religious truths to 
be known with 
ease, certitude, 
and with no error
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DV: Ch II: Handing on Divine Revelation

• Revelation guaranteed by God to be handed 
on forever in its full integrity

• The Church hands down faithfully Scripture 
and Tradition

• Growth in understanding continues
with the help of the Holy Spirit

• God continues to speak to us thru the Church
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DV: Ch II: Handing on Divine Revelation (c)

• Certainty about all revelation is only possible 
with both Sacred Scripture & Sacred Tradition

• Authentic interpretation of the word of God 
entrusted exclusively to the Church’s teaching 
office (Magisterium)

• SS, ST, Magisterium are 
linked – they must 
stand together
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DV: Ch III: SS, Its Inspiration & Divine 
Interpretation

• Scripture teaches “solidly, faithfully, and 
without error the truth which God wanted put 
into sacred writings for the sake of salvation”

• Must investigate meaning the sacred author 
intended to express

• Unity of SS, ST, Church judgment all must be 
considered

• God condescends to use human language with 
concern for our weak human nature
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DV: Chapter IV: The Old Testament

• Foretells the plan of salvation thus it is permanently 
valuable

• Principal purpose: to 
prepare for the coming of ☧
thru prophecy and types
– Some things incomplete and 

temporary
• NT hidden in OT, OT 

manifest in NT
– OT shows forth full meaning 

in NT
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DV: Chapter V: The New Testament

• Stands as perpetual and divine witness to the 
reality of ☧

• Gospels are pre-eminent and are of apostolic 
origin
– They tell the honest truth about Jesus

• The rest of the NT 
more fully states ☧’s 
true teaching
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DV: Ch VI: SS in the Life of the Church

“The Church has always 
venerated the divine Scriptures 
just as she venerates the body 
of the Lord, since, especially in 
the sacred liturgy, she 
unceasingly receives and offers 
to the faithful the bread of life 
from the table both of God’s 
word and of Christ’s body.”
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DV: Ch VI: SS in the Life of the Church (c)

• Easy access to SS should be provided for all 
the Christian faithful

• Catholic exegetes encouraged to 
study the early Church Fathers

• SS is the soul of theology
• SS nourishes preaching, catechetics, Christian 

instruction
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DV: Ch VI: SS in the Life of the Church (c)

• Clergy & catechists must read and study SS so 
as to better convey it

• Religious and all faithful encouraged to read 
and pray SS
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DV: Ch VI: SS in the Life of the Church (c)

• Bishops must give suitable instruction of SS
• Editions of SS should be prepared for and 

distributed to non-Christians
• Goal: spreading the 

word of God and filling 
hearts
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